Received April 23, 1990; revised April 1, 1991 The prediction problem of a multivariate wide-sense stationary process on
.PX= (Xm n)(m,n)t z 2 with non-full-rank spectral density along a set of pasts corresponding to a lexicographical ordering of iZ2 is considered. A necessary and sufficient regularity condition similar to a well-known one-parameter criterion is given. In order to obtain this result, we show that X is regular if its spectral density is factorizable by an outer two-variable analytic (in the sense of Helson Lowdenslager) function. The criterion follows from a detailed study of the shift invariant subspaces of two-variable analytic functions.
INTRODUCTION
Whereas the notion of pasts for one-parameter processes is usually defined by the total order relation on Z, several notions of pasts can be defined on Z2, according to which the approach to prediction problem may take various aspects [l-3, 5-9, 11, 163. In this paper, we consider the prediction problem of a multivariate wide-sense stationary process x= wm,n)cm,n,E L z on Z2 along a sequence of pasts associated to a column by column lexicographic order of Z2. This problem was investigated by Helson and Lowdenslager [2] who derived a regularity criterion in the case where the process under consideration has a full-rank spectral density. Here, we consider the case where X has a non-full-rank spectral density. For this type of processes, the approach of [2] is inefficient and to our best knowledge, the problem of the derivation of regularity conditions has not yet been considered.
In the one-parameter case, necessary and sufticient conditions for the regularity of a multivariate wide-sense stationary process with non-fullrank spectral density were presented in [3] (see also [4] ); a similar result, but having a different form was given in [lo] . The main idea of [3] was the introduction of the notion of analytic range function. Let us recall that a p-analytic range function is a measurable function J defined on the interval Z= [-i, 11 (i.e., the normalized "frequency interval") onto the set of all vector subspaces of Cp, such that for almost all u (with respect to (w.r.t.) the Lebesgue measure du on I), J(U) =sp{#r(u), #2(~), . . . . 4,(u)}, where the (dji)lzl,, are square integrable (w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure) CP-valued analytic functions defined on Z (i.e. j, dj(u) e-2inku du = 0 for k > 0). As it is well known [4] , an analytic range function can be described is analytic and if J[log det[ V*(u)f(u) I'(U)] du > -co, where V is the outer rigid function associated to J. As a one-parameter multivariate process with absolutely continuous spectral measure is regular if and only if its spectral density is factorizable by a matrix-valued analytic function, this result is in fact a spectral criterion of regularity for multivariate processes with non-full-rank spectral density.
In this paper, we show that a similar result holds in the two-parameter processes case. The analytic functions are replaced by the so-called l-Lexicographical (1-L in short) analytic functions: a square integrable (w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure dudu on I') function CD defined on Z2 is said to be 1-L analytic if its Fourier expansion can be written as @(u, u) = 1 @k,le-2in(k"+l"), (k.I)cS
where S is the half-plane of lattice points defined by S= {(m, n)/m 2 1, n E H } u { (0, n)/n 2 O}. The main difficulty of the problem we treat comes from the fact that the factorizability of the spectral density of a multivariate two-parameter wide-sense stationary process by a 1-L analytic matrixvalued function is not a sufficient condition for the regularity associated to the pasts defined by the column by column lexicographical ordering of z2; this fact was outlined in Helson and Lowdenslager's work. Let x, and x2 be the multiplication operators by ePzinu and ePzi"", respectively; then, an intermediate necessary and sufficient condition of regularity is that the spectral density can be factorized by some CP x q-valued analytic function for which the space generated by the x:x:Qj for (k, Z)E S and j= 1, p (where the cP; are the rows of @) coincides with the space of all Cq-valued 1-L analytic functions (@ will be said to be 1-L left-outer). A remarkable fact is that this property is equivalent to two conditions similar to (i) and (ii). The key point is the introduction of the notion of 1-L analytic range function: let J be a p-range function defined on I', such that J(u, u) = .QV{C+~~(U, a), . . . . d,(u, u)>, where the (4,) ,=,, y are Cp-valued 1-L analytic functions; let us consider the subspace denoted A:+ of all CP-valued 1-L analytic functions 4 for which &u, u) belongs to J(u, u) dudv a.e. It is easily seen that Ai+ is invariant under the operators 1';~: for (k, 1) E S; therefore, it is possible to define an operator T,,, for (k, I)E S by T,,,=xfxkI A:+; (Tk,,h,,)ts is a semi-group of isometries for which a Wold-type decomposition can be defined [17] . By contrast with the corresponding semi-group (indexed by N) of the one variable case, the Wold-type decomposition of A:+ admits two components in the general case. Then, the range function J is said to be 1-L analytic if this decomposition is reduced to its shift part, i.e. if A;+ = 0 x:x:(A:+ 0 x24+).
(k.0E.S As in the one-variable case, a 1-L analytic range function can be described in a unique way be a 1-L analytic isometric-matrix-valued function I', the columns of which represent an orthonormal basis of the space A;+ 0 x2A;+. Then, our main result is the following: a two-parameter wide-sense stationary process with non-full-rank spectral density f is regular (with respect to the prediction problem considered here) if and only if l its spectral measure is absolutely continuous with respect to dudu, l the range function J defined on 1* by J (u, u) 
where V' is the 1-L analytic isometric-matrix-valued function associated to J. This result is based on the fact that, for a 1-L left-outer function CD, the range function J, defined by J&u, u) = Range[@(u, u)] is 1-L analytic. In order to show this fundamental property, we need to study in a systematic way the structure of the subspaces of 1-L vector-valued analytic functions which are invariant under the operators x:x: for (k, I) E S. For this aim, we derive a lot of intermediate results relative to the structure of the subspaces of square integrable functions analytic with respect to the first variable, which are invariant under x1 and doubly-invariant under x2. These results are then applied to the subspaces generated by the action of the operators x:x: for (k, I) E S on the rows or on the columns of some 1-L analytic matrix-valued function. From this, we deduce a characterization of 1-L analytic functions CD for which the range function J, defined by J&u, u) = Range[@(u, u)], is 1-L analytic; this allows us to show that 1-L left-outer functions satisfy this property. This paper is organized as follows. After a preliminary section devoted to the derivation of a useful result of the multiplicity theory for two commuting unitary operators, we begin to study in Section 1 the structure of the subspaces of square integrable functions analytic with respect to the first variable, which are invariant under x1 and doubly-invariant under x2; from this, some inner-outer type factorization results are derived. In Section 2, the subspaces of 1-L analytic functions invariant under the operators x,x2 k ' for (k, I) E S are studied, and the characterization of the functions @ for which the range function J@, defined by J&u, u) = Range[@(u, u)], is 1-L analytic is derived. All the preceding material is applied to the prediction problem under consideration in Section 3.
Notations and Definitions
CPx4 is the set of all p x q matrices with complex coefficients. If A is a matrix, then AT (resp. A*) is the transpose (resp. the conjugate transpose)
denotes the space generated by the rows (resp. the columns) of A, and Rank[A] is the rank of A. If A is a square matrix, then tr A (resp. det A) represents the trace (resp. the determinant) of A; A is said to be positive (resp. positive definite) if h*Ah 2 0 (resp. h*Ah > 0) for every non-zero vector h. Finally, Z, denotes the p-order identity matrix.
If H is an Hilbert space, we shortly say that K is a subspace of H if K is a closed vector space included in H; in this case, if z E H, then we denote by z/K the orthogonal projection of z onto K. If (x~)~~, is a set in H, sp{xi/iE 1} is the smallest subspace containing the (x~);~,; for a family (Ki)i,, of subspaces of H, Vie1 Ki denotes the smallest subspace containing every Ki. If p is a finite integer, HP represents the Hilbert space of all column vectors whose components belong to H, endowed with the scalar product (x, y)HP = Cf=i (xi, yI)H (where x= (xi, x2, . . . . xp)' and Y= (Yl, Y2, .-.v VP)=).
We shall denote by dF the differential element of the positive matrixvalued measure associated to a positive bounded matrix-valued distribution function F defined on a Euclidean space E endowed with its Bore1 a-algebra c. If F is Cp x p-valued, then we denote by IL'(dF) the Hilbert space of all CP-valued functions 4 defined on E for which SE #* dF 4 < 00. If dl is a positive (scalar-valued) bounded measure defined on (E, [), then we denote by dF/dl the matrix valued function whose entries are the Radon-Nikodym derivatives dFk i Jd2 of each coefficient of dF, dF is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to dA (written dF4d;l) if dF= (dF/dL) d2. Let H be a Hilbert space; then, we recall that an HP-valued orthogonally bounded scattered measure X= (8,) xz, . . . . J?,,)' defined on (E, [) is a a-additive application from [ onto HP such that II&f) 11 Hr<~, VAei and (8,(d,) , k,,(d2)),=0, (i,j)~{l,2 ,..., p} for every disjoints Bore1 sets A, and A,. Throughout this paper, I is the interval [-i, i]. 93(Z) (resp. B(Z')) is the Bore1 a-algebra of Z (resp. I'); the generic points of I2 are denoted by (u, u) and u (resp. u) represents the horizontal (resp. vertical) coordinate. du (resp. dude) denotes the Lebesgue measure on Z (resp. Z2). [Li,&du) (resp. IL; x ,(dudu)) is the Hilbert space of all Cp ' Y-valued functions defined on Z (resp. Z2) whose entries are square integrable with respect to du (resp. dudu). L;(du) and 'Lf,(du) (resp. Il$dudu) and '[Li(dudu)) are short for Lfxp(du) and Lzx ,(du) (resp. for lLfxp(dudu) and [Lzx ,(dudu)). The multiplication operators by e --2inu and ePZinv defined on Li(dudu) or '[lz(dudu) are denoted by 1, and x2 respectively. Hi x y is the classical (Hardy class) subspace of Ilz,,(du) of all functions @ for which k=O where the series converges in [Li,,(du); the elements of Hzxq are called ,analytic functions in the terminology of harmonic analysis; Hz and 'Hi are defined as previously, and H2 is short for H f. Let us recall that a left (resp. right) rigid function is an element Q of Hi xy for which Q(U) Q*(u) = Z, (resp. Q*(U) Q(U) =I,); if p=q, then Q is said to be inner. If @ is an element of HZ then we denote by Hi@ (resp. @'Hi) the subspace of Hi (resp. of 'H!j'generated by the analytic shifts of the rows (resp. the columns) of @; let us remark that if @ is left (resp. right) rigid, this subspace coincides with {/G/h E Hi} (resp. {@h/h E 'Hi}); moreover, it is easily seen that if Q is a rigid function of appropriate dimension, then Hi(@Q) = (ZrQ/Zr E Hi@} = (H:)Q. Finally, an element CD is said to be left (resp. right) outer if Hj @ = Ht (resp. @'Hi = 'H:).
The following subspaces of IL;,,(dudu) will of special importance in this paper. H;L y is the subspace of all functions @ of IL: x ,(dudu) for which @(u, 0) = f @k(U) czink", k=O where the series converges in O-ix y (dudu); these functions will be said to be l-analytic (analytic with respect to the first variable u). Let S be the half plane of lattice points [2] defined by S= {(m, n)/m B 1, n E Z} u ((0, n)/n>O}. Then H:i: denotes the subset of all elements @ of "ix ,(du du) for which @(u, u) = C @k,,eC2i"(k"+'"), (kOE.5 where the series converges in Lz, ,(dudv); motivated by the fact that the total order relation defined on z2 by (p, q)< (m, n) if (m-p, n-q) belongs to S corresponds to a column by column lexicographical ordering of z2, the elements of H;i,+ will be said to be l-Lexicographical analytic In this preliminary section, we give some useful results of the multiplicity theory for two commuting unitary operators. We shall use them in the case where the unitary operators are the left shift operators defined on the space q dudu).
Let us recall that, if U (resp. (U,, U,)) is a unitary operator (resp. a pair of commuting unitary operators) defined on a separable Hilbert space H, a family (x~);~, of elements of H is said to be a set of generators of (U, HI (rev. of (U,, U2, H)) if H=sp(U"x,/i~Z, n~h} (resp. H=sp(lJ~U~x,/i~Z, (m, n)~ Z"}). The multiplicity of (U, H) (resp. of (U,, U,, H)) is defined as the smallest integer s (s = cc is possible) for which there exists a set of generator with s elements. Such a set of generators is called a minimum set of generators of (U, H) (resp. of (U, , U,, H)). Finally, a subspace W of H is said to be wandering for U (resp. for (U,, U,)) iff UkHI H for k#O (resp. UfUiH I H for (k 1) z (0, 0)).
From now on, ( (0.1) moreover, F,(u, u) represents the positive matrix-valued distribution function defined by Finally, dF,(i, u) is the differential element associated with the positive matrix-valued distribution function F,(i, 0). We begin this section by a lemma which is fundamental in the half-plane prediction theory of multivariate wide-sense two-parameter stochastic processes [9] (see also [ 1, 73 for the scalar-valued processes case). The main result of this section is the following theorem; as we shall see below, it can be interpretated as a generalization of a well-known result of the multiplicity theory for one unitary operator. THEOREM 0.1. Let us assume that there exists a wandering subspace W for U, such that U, W = W and for which H= @ Ul;W.
(0.6) keL Then, the multiplicity of (U,, U,, H) coincides with the multiplicity of (U2, WY W) (I stands for restriction). In order to show the theorem, we use the following lemma [18] . By Lemma 0.1, dF,(u, u) = @(u, u) dF,(u, u) @*(u, u) is such that dF,(u, u) = du dF,(i, II) = G(u) du dA,(u), where G(u) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of dF,($, u) with respect to dA,(u). For the same reason as previously, G(u)=@(u, u)fX(u, u) @*(u, u) du dA,(u) a.e. Moreover, as M,( yi)lM2(yj), i # j, G(u) is d,?,(u) a.e. a diagonal matrix, the elements of which are g,,(u), g,,(u), ..-, g,,(u). But, Rank[@(u, u)fX(u, u) @*(u, u)] <s du dA,(u) a.e.; as N > S, this implies that det G(u) = 0 dA,(u) a.e., i.e., that n,"=, gik(u) = 0 dl,(u) a.e. Let k be a non-zero finite integer. Then, by a ordered multi-index mk, we mean a k-uplet of finite integers (iI, i,, . . . . ik) such that i, < i, < .. . < i,; moreover, we shall denote Im,l its greatest element ik. Now, for each non-zero finite integer kds, and for each ordered multi-index mk = (il, i,, . . . . ik) such that lrnkl <s,, we put fi g,/(u)>Oand fi g,(u)g,(u)=0,Vfg{i,,i2,...,i*}};
C, is the Bore1 subset of Z defined by C, = {u/g,(u) = 0, VI E { 1, 2, . . . . s,} }.
Then, C,,(m,,) n Ck2(mk2) = @ if k, #k, and if mk, #m,, if k, = kz. Moreover, C, n C,(m,) = @, Vk, Vm,. From what precedes, it is clear that I= Co" Uk= 1,s (U,,,, < F" C,(m,)). For each finite integer n such that 1 <rids, we put z,, = t, C E2(Ck(mk)) Y,,, k=n rnk
where it is understood that i, is the n th integer of the ordered multi-index mk. Obviously, Z,E W; moreover, for each finite integer k such that n 6 k d s, and for each ordered multi-index mk = (iI, i,, . . . . ik) for which lrnkl <s,, we have E2(Ck(mk)) zn=E2(Ck(mk)) Yin. &(Ck(m,)) yjO. For each ordered multi-index mk = (i,, i,, . . . . ik) for which j0 E {m,>, let us denote by n(mk) the integer for which j, = i,,,,,; then, by (0.9), Yjo = CL= 1 C1,,1 Gs,,OE irnk) EdCk(mk)) z,,(~~); consequently, y,, belongs to M,(z,, z2, . . . . z,) for each jo<s,; this implies that @I = ,,sw M2( yi) = M,(z,, z2, . . . . z,) and that s = s,,. 1
This result is similar to the well-known theorem which asserts that, if U is a unitary operator defined on a Hilbert space H such that H= Okez Uk W for some wandering subspace W, then the multiplicity of (U, H) is equal to the dimension of W. In our case, the role of dim W is played by the multiplicity of (U,, w, W). Such similarities will occur in the following of this paper. Finally, we give the following corollary. COROLLARY 0.1. If s is the multiplicity of ( U1, Uz, H), then for every wandering subspace W for U1 such that U, W= W, the multiplicity of (U2,w W) is less than or equal to s.
PROPERTIES OF THE HARDY SPACES H:j,

Some Elementary Properties of the Elements of H$i 4
In this paragraph, we describe some elementary properties of the elements of Hz-' and of the determinants of the elements of HZ,:.. All of them are easy consequences of the fact that, if @ belongs to H;xp,, then for du-almost all u, the function u + @(u, u) belongs to Hi x y. We begin by the following lemma. Proof: 4 is a sum of 2p terms which are themselves products of p functions of H2,1. Then, (1.1.1) follows from the Holder inequality. By (l.l.l), for a.a u, the function u + d(u, u) belongs to the class H""( [ 143); from this, the second part of the lemma can be shown by using the same type of arguments as in Lemma 1.1.1. 1
Structure of l-invariant and 2-Doubly Invariant Subspaces of H:' and Related Inner-Outer Factorization Results
The aim of this paragraph is to derive some results concerning inner-outer type factorizations of the elements of H;:,.
For this purpose, we follow the classical approach developed in [3, 4] in the one variable case, and based on the Beurling-Lax representation theorem of shift invariant subspaces of H, *,' We begin by giving a Beurling-Lax representation of l-invariant and 2-doubly-invariant subspaces of H:'. From this, an inner-outer type factorization of @ E H:i y is constructed. Not surprisingly, the results are very similar to those of the one-variable case and they can be formulated as a set of one-variable type results indexed by the second variable v.
We need to introduce some definitions. DEFINITION We recall that a p-range function J is a measurable function defined dudv a.e. on Z2 (in our context) onto the set of linear subspaces of C' x p or Cpx '. In the following, we shall denote by M, the subspace of [Li(dudv) 
It is well known [4] that the range functions are related to l-and 2-doubly-invariant subspaces by the following result. PROPOSITION 1.2.1 [4] . Let K be a subspace of lLi(dudu) (or of 'O_i(dudv)). Then, K is land 2-doubly invariant zf and only if (iff) there exists a p-range function J for which K = M,. In this case, J is unique and is called the range function of K.
More generally, if K is a subset of IL;(dudu) (or of '[Li(dudu)), we shall denote by J, the range function associated to the l-and 2-doublyinvariant subspace V(,,,,, z2 xyx'; K; J, will be called the range function of K. Now, we derive the Beurling-Lax representation of a l-invariant and a-doubly-invariant subspace K included in H:'. It is based on the Wold-decomposition of the semi-group of isometries (xf 1 K)k c N [ 183:
where W is the subspace given by W = K 0 xi K. W is a 2-doubly-invariant subspace wandering for xi. Then, by Corollary 0.1, the multiplicity s,. of (X *, w, W) is a finite number less than or equal to p; as we shall see below, s, plays the role of the dimension of the innovation space introduced in the proof of the Beurling-Lax representation Theorem of shift invariant subspaces of Hi [4] . In fact, we have the following theorem. In fact, we are going to make an extensive use of the l-invariant and 2-doubly-invariant subspaces K of H: ' and of 'H:' for which dim J,(u, v) is constant. By Theorem 1.2.1, these subspaces are characterized as follows. As the functions Q considered in the preceding corollary will be of special importance in the sequel, we make the following definition. Let @ be an element of Hf: y. Then, the subspaces H; '@ and @ 'H: ' are l-invariant and 2-doubly-Invariant subspaces of H:' and 'H;', respectively. We are going to apply the preceding results to these subspaces in order to derive various inner-outer type decompositions of @. We begin by remarking that the q-range function J associated to the subspace H:'@ is given by J(u, u) = R,[@(u, v)] dudv a.e.; consequently, the rank of @(u, v) is a function of u only. In the remainder of this paper, we shall only use those elements @ of H:,', for which Rank[@(u, a)] is constant, and consequently, our results are going to be given in this case. We begin with the following theorem which is a direct consequence of Corollary 1.2.1. Obviously, an element @ of H:j, such that Rank[@(u, v)] = s dudv a.e. can also be written as @ = Q'@', where Q' is the l-right rigid function of H;j,Y defined by @'H:' =Q"H$' and where 0' belongs to Hf;', and satisfies O"H:' = 'H:'. Motivated by the terminology of the one-variable case, we shall say that a function @ of Hti, is l-left-outer if H:'@ = H:', and that @ is l-right-outer if aT is l-left-outer. Now, we consider the problem of the characterization of the l-outer functions. The final necessary and sufficient condition is similar to the one variable criterion, and is obtained by using the same type of-arguments. First, we consider the case of the elements whose values are square matrices. Consequently, for almost all v, Therefore, for a.a v, the one-variable function u + @(u, v) is left-outer and (1.2.15) holds [4] .
Conversely, let us suppose that @ is not l-left-outer and that (i) and (ii) hold. Then, @ can be written as @ = YU, where Y is l-left-outer and where U is l-inner. If we denote by Y,,(v) and U,(v) the functions defined by Y,Jo) = j, Y(u, v) du and U,(v) = j, U( u, v) du, then, aO( v) = YO(v) U,,(v); moreover, det @(u, u) = (det Y(u, v))(det U(u, u)) and det a,,(v) = det YJv) det UO(v); as U is l-inner, ldet U(u, v)l = 1 a.e. and j, log ldet Y(u, v)l du = jI log Jdet @(u, o)l du du a.e. By Lemma 1.1.2, log ldet YO(u)l Q s,log ldet 'Y(u, a)[ du du a.e.; therefore, (1.2.15) implies that ldet UO(u)l > 1 du a.e.; by the maximum modulus principle, det U(u, u) is reduced to det U,(u); since U is l-inner, this is possible iff U is equal to U,(u) i.e., iff @ is l-left-outer.
The equivalence between @ l-left-outer and @ l-right-outer is due to the symmetry of the condition (1.2.15). 1
As in the one-variable context, the non-square matrix-valued functions criterion can be deduced from the previous result by using the notion of l-analytic range function. As in the one variable case, the l-rigid function associated to a p-range function J of constant dimension is l-outer. More precisely, we have the following result which can be proved by using the same type of arguments as in the one-variable case [3, 4] . (1.2.17)
1-L INVARIANT SUBSPACES OF lYz3"
In this section, we are going to study the structure of the subspaces K of Hz"+ (or of 'Z!Z:l+ ) for which x:x: K c K, V(k, I) E S. For this aim, we use thg fact that, for such a subspace K, the sequence of operators (x:x: 1 K)Ck,,jES is a semi-group of isometries; the structure of K follows immediately from the analysis of its Wold-type decomposition [ 173 and from the structure of the l-invariant and 2-doubly invariant subspaces of ff2.1 (or of 'H:').
The result are then applied to the case where K; Hz.'+ @ (or K=@'H:'+ ) when @ belongs to H:j:. From this, we give a iharacterization of the element @ of H;i,+ for which the semigroup ((x:x: I K)wes is of "s-type" (see [ 151 for the terminology); this result which was derived by Helson and Lowdenslager [Z] in the case where p = q will be of special interest in order to solve the Lexicographical prediction problem of the two-parameter wide-sense stationary processes with non-full-rank spectral densities. We begin by the following definition. Let K be a 1-L invariant subspace of Li(dudv) (or of '[Li(dudu)). Then, the sequence of operators Tk,, = (x;x: 1 K)Ck,,JES is clearly a semi-group of isometries. Then, it is well known [ 171 that K admits a unique three-fold Wold-type decomposition which can be characterized as follows. Let us denote by K' the subspace defined by KL = v x;K; (Tu~Z'+,+S are called the shift part, the evanescent part and the unitary part of (Tk,,)!k,lltS; we refer the reader to [ 15, 171 for more detail about this decomposition. Now, we consider the case where K is included in Z-Z;'+ (or in 'Z-Z:'+); then, K,, = (0) and the decomposition (2.3) is reduced to its first and second components. We are going to describe the structure of the 1-L invariant subspaces of H:'+, the range functions of which are of constant dimensions (we do not use 1-L invariant subspaces of non-constant dimension range function). We begin with the spaces for which the semi-group (X';X: IK)k,,,.s is reduced to its shift part. is clearly a l-invariant and 2-doubly invariant subspace included in H;'+; therefore, it is in fact included in x1 H, .
*,' From this and Proposition 2.1, it is easy to show that the structure of K is given by the following theorem. where:
(i) s, and s2 are integers such that s, + s2 < p; when s1 =0 (resp. s2 = 0), it must be understood that the first term (resp. the second term of (2.5) is {0}, ,(u, v) )~, (Q,(u, v))')? From this, we obtain that (H;'+(O,, eP2'xU@2))= (HI;'+, x,Hf;'). Now, let us establish the connections between the decomposition (2.9) and the l-inner l-outer decomposition of @ considered as an element of Ht:,. Equation (2.10) implies that 0 = (0,) 0,) is l-left-outer, i.e., that H;'O = H: '. Consequently, the decomposition (2.9) which can be written as @ = OQ, where Q(u, u) = ( (Q~(u, u) )', emm2'nU(Q2(u, u))')', coincides with the l-inner l-outer decomposition of @.
In the sequel, we shall say that an element @ of Hz,:: if 1-L left outer if Ht'+@ = Ht'+, and that @ is 1-L right-outer if QF is 1-L left-outer. If @ is 1-L left-outer, it is clear that Rank[@(u, u)] = qdudu a.e. ; moreover, the Wold decomposition (2.5) associated to the space K= H;' +@ is reduced to its shift part. Obviously, similar properties hold when @ is 1-L right-outer.
Let us now introduce the notion of 1-L analytic range function. The characterization of the 1-L rigid function associated to a 1-L analytic range function is similar to the characterization of the l-rigid function associated to a l-analytic range function. In order to derive the corresponding result, we have to establish a useful lemma. is given by Ai+ = V, 'Hi;' + @ x' I/, 'H;;', where q = q' + q2 and q2 # 0. Then, @ can be written as @ = V,T, + ep2'""V2r2 = Vr, where rI E Hi;;4 and T2 E Hz;',,, and where we have put V = (V,, V,) and r= (ry, e-2murr)'.
As the function @ is 1-L left-outer, it is l-left-outer. Therefore, @ has the decomposition @ = WY, where W is the l-left rigid function of H;,', associated to the l-analytic range function J and where Y is a l-left-outer function of H:;,. But, each column of V belongs to the space A:; as V is l-rigid, there exists a l-inner function U of H:l 'I such that V = WU. Therefore, @ = WUT= WY which implies that Y = Ur; but, Y l-outer implies that U is reduced to a function of u and that r is itself l-outer; but, r can be written as and therefore cannot be l-outer. Consequently, we have shown that the condition q2 # 0 cannot hold. 1
Let us mention that it can be proved similarly that if @ 'H:'+ = Q 'H;,'+ for some 1-L right-rigid function, then the range function R,[@(u, u)] is 1-L analytic. We are now in position to derive the characterization of the 1-L rigid function associated to a 1-L analytic range function. As each column of V belongs to Ai+, there exists 0 E H$ii such that V= WO; clearly, 0 is 1-L inner and the equality H:' + V = H: ' + holds iff 0 is reduced to a constant, i.e., iff V = W up to a constant unitary matrix.
Conversely, assume that A:+ = V'H:'+. Let us suppose that the decomposition (2.5) of H;'+V is given by H;'+V= H$'+Ql @ x1 Hi;'Q2 with q2 # 0; let us consider the corresponding decomposition (2.9) of V, i.e., V= @,Q, +e-2inu-02Q2=@Q,whereO=(0,,e-2i""02)andQ(u,u)= (Q F(u, v), Q~(u, 0))'; clearly, 0 is 1-L right rigid; as J(u, u) = R,[O(u, u)] dudu a.e., there exists a I-L inner function Q' such that O= VQ'. Therefore, Q'Q(u, u)=Zqdudu a.e., i.e., (Q~(u, u), Q;(u, u))~= Q'(u, u)*; this implies that Q, is reduced to a constant and that Q2 is a function of u only. Moreover, the space R, [Q,(u)] coincides with the orthogonal complement (in Cq) or R,[Q,]; consequently, there exists a constant qr x q matrix K such that QZ(v) = R(u)K, where R(u) is unitary h a.e. The pair (O,, Q2) is defined up to a multiplication by a unitary matrix valued function depending on t'; then, it is possible to choose (O,, Q2) in such a way that Q*(u) and therefore Q(v) and Q'(U) are reduced to constant matrices. This implies that A:+ = V'H: ' + = 0 'Hf. ' + ; but @'H:'+ =OI'H$,Lf @x~O~'H$'+; as O,'H:;'+@X~O,'H:~~ is included in A'+ J , @,'H~;'+OxlO,'H~;'+ =OI'H:;'+OxlOz'H:;'=A:+. This equality is in contradiction with the fact that J is I-L analytic. This in turn implies that q2 = 0 and that H:'+ V= H:'+. 1
Obviously, a similar result holds when l' is a 1-L left-rigid function. It must also be noted that the 1-L rigid function V associated to a 1-L analytic range function J coincides with the l-rigid function associated to J considered as a l-analytic range function because V is l-outer. Now, we consider the problem of the characterization of those elements CD of H;;;
for which the semigroup (xfxil K),A,,,ES, where K= H:'+@ or @*H:'+ is reduced to its shift part. In the case where p = q and where @(u, u) is full rank dudu a.e., the solution was implicitely given by Helson and Lowdenslager [Z] in the context of the Lexicographical prediction theory of two-parameter wide-sense stationary processes. We recall this fundamental result. In this case, @ is 1-L left-outer (i.e., Q = I,,) iff @ is 1-L right-outer (i.e., Q'=ZJ iff logldet ~D,,,)Z=!,~logldet @(u, v)l'dudu, (2.15) where @O,O = j12 @(u, u) du du.
In the general case, the criterion is the following. In order to show the theorem, we begin by the following lemma. but as H2'1+0=H:1i, this implies that H$l+Y=Hf,l+. Therefore, (2.18 ) ho&.
Conversely, let us assume that @ is given by (2.18) . Then, in order to demonstrate that H:'+@ = Hz,'+ Q, it is sufficient to show that the function 0 = VY is 1-L left-outer, i.e., that H:'+ 0 = H:' +. First, by Proposition 1.2.4, it is clear that 0 is l-left-outer because Y and V are l-left-outer. Let us assume that the decomposition (2.5) of the space H:'+O is given by H~'+O=Hf; '+QloxlH~~lQ2,  where s=r,+r,. Then H$'O= H;;~Q, 0 XI H;;'Q,.
As 0 is l-left-outer, r2 =O, rI =s, and Q, is a v-dependent function. As H:'+O= Finally, we derive a criteria under which a constant dimension l-analytic range function J is 1-L analytic. The result is based on the following lemma. LEMMA 2.3. Let @ be an element of H;i,+. Then, @ is 1-L left outer $f CD is l-left outer and if the l-variable analytic function Q,,(u) = 1, @(u, u) du is left-outer (i.e., Hz QO = Hi).
ProoJ
We begin with the remark that H:'+@= H:'+ iff Rank [@,,] = q (where @O,O = J12 @(u, u) du dv) and if @j-@j/~~H:'+@=@& .i= Lq, (2.19) where @' (resp. a{,,) denotes thejth row of @ (resp. of @,,,). Now, let us suppose that @ is 1-L left-outer. Then, it is clear that Qi is l-left-outer. Therefore, @j-@j/x, H$'@ = @i j= 1, q (where @$ denotes thejth row of QO), and H:'+ @ 0 x1 H;'@ = Hi@,. But, CD-@jlXfH;'+@ Therefore, @j -@Ix2 H: ' + @=@i-@$/~~Hi@,. By (2.19) , this implies that @A -@$x2 Hi@, = Qp6, for j= 1, q; as Rank[@,,] = q, Go is leftouter.
Conversely, let us assume that H:'@= H:'
and that Hz@,= Ht. Then, @&-cD$x~H~cD~ = @c,, for j = 1, q, Rank[@,:,] = q, and @j-@'/x~H;'@ = @i for j= 1, q. From this, it is easily seen that H:'+@ @ xlH;'@ = Hz@,= Hz; therefore, (2.19) holds by (2.20), and @ is 1-L left-outer. 1
Let us remark that this result (in conjunction with Proposition 1.2.2) can be applied in the case where p = q in order to demonstrate Theorem 2.1. Now, we give the characterization of 1-L analytic range functions. We give the result in the case where they take their values in a set of vector subspaces of column vectors. We want to point out the fact that such a condition is not always useful since the 1-analyticy and the fact that the non-full-rank spectral density VO(u) V:(u) is factorizable are not necessarily easy to check in the general case.
III. LEXICOGRAPHICAL PREDICTION OF MULTIVARIATE
TWO-PARAMETER WIDE-SENSE STATIONARY PROCESSES WITH NON-FULL-RANK SPECTRAL DENSITIES
In this section, we use the results of Section 2 to derive a regularity criterion related to the Lexicographical prediction problem of multivariate two-parameter wide-sense stationary processes with non-full-rank spectral densities.
All the random variables and the processes considered in this section are supposed to be centered, complex valued, and defined on a fixed probability space (52, A, P). il'(Q, A, P) represents the Hilbert space of all square integrable random variables endowed with the scalar product (x, y) = E(xy*) (E denotes the mathematical expectation). We recall that a p-variate two-parameter wide-sense stationary process is a sequence x= (Xm,n)cm,n,, z 2 of p-variate square integrable random variables such that -W'm+k,.+~ X2,,) depends only on (k, I). If X= (X,,,n)Cm,n,EL~ is a p-variate two-parameter wide-sense stationary process, then we denote by H(X) the subspace of [L2(Q, A, P) given by H(X) =sp{X;,,/(m,n)~ Z2, i= 1, p}, where XL n represents the ith component of X,,,,. Let U, and U, be the two commuting unitary operators defined on H(X) by U,(XL,,)= XL+ ,,n and ~2(X&J = XL,,, , t i=l,pand (m,n)~.Z~;asinSectionO,if E, and E, represent the spectral families of U, and U, respectively, then we denote by 2 the H(X)P-valued orthogonally bounded scattered measure defined on the Bore1 subsets of Z2 by &(u, u)=dE,(u) dE,(o) X0,,.
Usually, J? is called the random spectral measure of X. Fx is the positive matrix-valued distribution function defined on I2 by dF,(u, u) = E[di(u, u) &*(u, u)]; the corresponding matrix-valued measure is called the spectral measure of X; the spectral density fi of X is the Radon-Nikodym derivative derivative of dF, with respect to dudu. Finally, we denote by Hz,,(X) the subspace of H(X) defined by The space Hz n ~ ,(X) can be interpreted as the past of X at (m, n) when Z* is endowed with the total order relation 4 previously introduced.
Let X be a p-variate two-parameter wide-sense stationary process fixed once and for all. Then, we are concerned with the prediction problem of X along the pasts defined by the sequence of spaces H&(X).
Let us begin by some definitions. = Z, and for which sp{ v,',,i/i = 1, S} = sp(Z,+;~/i = 1, p} will be called a 1-L normalized innovation process of X. X is said to be 1-L regular (or 1-L purely nondeterministic (p.n.d. in short)) if H&(X) = H&(Z+), or equivalently if X can be represented as (3.2) where v+ is a 1-L normalized innovation process of X and where the In [2] , Helson and Lowdenslager derived the 1-L regularity criterion for a process with full-rank spectral density. THEOREM 3.1 [2] .
Suppose that fx(u, v) > 0 dudu a.e. Then, X is regular iff dF, < dudu and if I,2 log det(f,(u, u)) du du > --cc.
Let us remark that in this case, the space sp{Z,C$/i= 1, p} is of dimension p.
The purpose of this section is to derive a 1-L regularity criterion when the condition fx(u, u) > 0 dudu a.e. is not assumed. From (3.2), it is clear that any 1-L regular process has an absolutely continuous spectral measure; consequently, we suppose from now on that this is the case for the process X under consideration. We begin by the following lemma. LEMMA 3.1. Let us suppose that dim sp{ Z,+;i/i = 1, p} = s. Then, X is 1-L regular iff there exists an element @ of H;if such that H:'+@ = H:'+ and for which fx(u, u) = @(u, u) @*(u, u) dudu a.e.
Proof:
Let us assume that X is 1-L regular. Then X can be represented as Xm,n=C(k.l,ESCk.l~n:~k,r~,.
where v + is a 1-L normalized innovation process of X. Let us denote by @ the function defined on 1' by BY (3. 3) @ belongs to H;,'sf ; moreover, it is clear that &(u, u) = @(u, V) @*(u, u) &iv a.e. Let us show that @ is 1-L left-outer. As X is 1-L regular, H(X) = H(v + ) and every vector z of H(X) can be written as z = 1,~ f$(u, u) d$+(u, u) for some (unique) element ~0 of ILf(dudu). Consequently, the operator C,+ : H(X) + I1~(dudu) defined by X,+(z) = $ is unitary. Then, the equality H&(X)
= H,f,(v+) implies that Z,+(H&(X)) = Z,+(H&(v+)).
But, C,+(H;,(v+)) = H':'+ and Z,,+(H,t,(X))= H;'+@,; consequently, Q, is 1-L left-outer.
Conversely, assume that the conditions of the lemma are fulfilled. By This and (3.4) imply that H(X) = H(v); then, it is possible to define a unitary operator C, by H(X) + Bf(dudv) and C,(z) = 4 if z=J,* &u, u) dG(u, u). By using the same type of arguments as previously, it is possible to show that H&(X) = H,+,(v+), which implies that X is 1-L regular and that v is a 1-L normalized krnovation process of X. 1 Finally, we have the following theorem. THEOREM 3.2. The process X is 1-L regular iff the range function J defined by J(u, u) = RC[fx(u, u)] dudu a.e. is 1-L analytic and if s ,2 log det( V*(u, u)fJu, II) V(u, u)) du du > -co, (3.5) where V is the 1-L right rigid function associated to the 1-L analytic range function J.
Suppose that X is 1-L regular and let us denote by s the dimension of the space generated by the components of Z;,,. Then, by Let us consider the row by row Lexicographical order relation on Z2 obtained by exchanging S by S' = {(m, 0)/m > 0} u {(m, n)/m E Z, n >O}. Then, the 1-L regularity notion is replaced by a notion that we call 2-L regularity; similarly, the 1-L analytic functions are replaced by 2-L analytic functions. 1-L regularity and 2-L regularity are equivalent for processes with full-rank spectral densities because the variables u and u play a symmetric role in Theorem 3.1. But this equivalence does not hold for non-full-rank spectral densities because a 1-L analytic range function is not necessarily 2-L analytic. Let us consider the following example. Let V be the function defined by V(u, u) = l/2( 1 + e~2inue-izU, 1 -e-2inue-inv)T; then, V is a 1-L left-outer right rigid function; by Proposition 2.3, this implies that the range function J defined by J(u, u) = R,[ V(u, u)] is 1-L analytic. But, for each fixed U, we are going to show that the one variable function u + R,[ V(u, o)] is not analytic; which will prove that J cannot be 2-L analytic. For this aim, let us consider a one parameter scalar-valued wide sense stationary process (Y,),, L whose spectral measure is given by dF,(u)=f,(u)du, where f&(u)=1 on [-$, a] and fy(u)=O elsewhere. Then, it is clear that Y is a deterministic process. Let us consider now the 2-variate process (Z,), E L given by Z,= 1/2(Y,,+aY,,-,, Y2,-aY2,p,)T,
